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Abstract—This study investigates whether taking genre into account is beneficial for automatic music mood annotation in terms of
core affects valence, arousal, and tension, as well as several other mood scales. Novel techniques employing genre-adaptive semantic
computing and audio-based modelling are proposed. A technique called the ACTwg employs genre-adaptive semantic computing of
mood-related social tags, whereas ACTwg-SLPwg combines semantic computing and audio-based modelling, both in a genre-adaptive
manner. The proposed techniques are experimentally evaluated at predicting listener ratings related to a set of 600 popular music
tracks spanning multiple genres. The results show that ACTwg outperforms a semantic computing technique that does not exploit
genre information, and ACTwg-SLPwg outperforms conventional techniques and other genre-adaptive alternatives. In particular,
improvements in the prediction rates are obtained for the valence dimension which is typically the most challenging core affect
dimension for audio-based annotation. The specificity of genre categories is not crucial for the performance of ACTwg-SLPwg. The
study also presents analytical insights into inferring a concise tag-based genre representation for genre-adaptive music mood analysis.
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1 INTRODUCTION

MUSICAL genre and mood are closely linked together.
People tend to use particular genres for mood bal-

ancing [1]. Different genres are able to induce distinct emo-
tional responses [2] while mood and genre terms are often
combined to express musical qualities (e.g. “smooth jazz”
and “dark ambient”) [3]. In the field of Music Information
Retrieval (MIR), automatic music annotation and retrieval
in terms of moods and genres have received considerable
attention [4], [5], [6], [7]. Moreover semantic metadata re-
lated to mood and genre have been shown to be amongst
the most important ones for machine-based semantic music
annotation or auto-tagging [8], [9]. It is easy to see why.
On one hand, psychological studies have shown that mu-
sic can be organised according to perceived and induced
(elicited) emotions1 [2], [10], and music’s ability to convey
and affect moods is a key factor in explaining why music is
culturally important [11]. On the other hand, music genres
have traditionally been the most common music content
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1. We employ the words emotion and mood interchangeably in the

present paper.

descriptors aiming to categorise music for sales, delivery
and consumption (e.g. in retail stores, radio, libraries) [6].
Music genres account for a majority of social tags – free-
form textual labels or phrases collaboratively applied to
particular resources by users – in online music services such
as Last.fm2 [12].

Automatic mood annotation or mood prediction of mod-
ern online music catalogues that span tens of millions of
tracks from numerous genres in a semantically meaningful
manner requires advanced computational techniques. Ben-
efits of audio-based techniques relying on features related
to rhythm, timbre, tonality and others have been shown in
numerous music mood annotation studies [4], [13], [14], [15].
In particular, these techniques are beneficial since they solve
the cold-start problem [16] of music indexing, providing
labels for music not yet rated by people. However, audio-
based techniques rely on human-generated ground-truth at
the model training stage. Generating such ground-truth for
large data sets in a controlled manner is often prohibitively
laborious [17]. This may lead to a bottleneck for reaching
successful model performance, since the size of the available
data may not be sufficiently representative of larger and
more heterogeneous music collections.

Other ground-truth sources, more abundant but ar-
guably less reliable, have been exploited to deal with the is-
sue of limited data availability. These sources can be divided
into the games-with-a-purpose [18], [19], online editorial
tags [20], [21] and social tags [22], [23]. Of these, social tags
provide the most extensive resource for semantic informa-
tion on music, but their free-form nature leads to problems
related to subjective error and noise, synonymy, polysemy,

2. http://www.last.fm
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and data sparsity [24]. Semantic computing techniques have
been employed successfully to tackle these problems [9].
For the purpose of mood annotation, these techniques have
been applied in a bottom-up manner to learn emotion
models in line with those suggested by research in affective
sciences [25], [26]. These learnt models have been deemed
efficient as semantic representations [22], [27] and proved
robust at smoothing out the noise prevalent in tag data [23].
Audio-based techniques have been applied successfully in
conjunction with tag-based semantic computing techniques,
either by treating computational audio features as “quasi-
tags” alongside textual tags [9], or by mapping the audio
features to tag-based semantic layers [20], [28], [29], [30].
The benefit of the latter family of techniques is that they
require only the audio file at the prediction stage.

Using large data sources for music mood annotation has
two advantages: 1) it enables operating on data that better
represent large modern-day music catalogues and thus en-
ables tapping into global characteristics of the relationship
between music and emotion; and simultaneously, 2) it en-
ables drawing information on this relationship at a more
detailed level, by considering genre-specific aspects for ex-
ample. While audio-based techniques have been efficient at
predicting genres [31], mood prediction has remained more
elusive [32], especially on the valence dimension, relating
to the distinction between positive and negative emotions
[14], [30], [33]. Taking into account the genre-specificity of
music moods may provide a way to alleviate this issue.
Certain mood tags are more relevant to one genre than
to another [3] and audio-based mood annotation models
trained on sets of tracks drawn from a particular genre give
more accurate predictions within the corresponding genres
than across genres [34].

Two general approaches have been proposed for audio-
based genre-adaptive mood annotation: the genre-feature ap-
proach and the genre-split/combine approach. The genre-feature
approach treats genre tags as conventional input features,
either on their own, or alongside a set of audio features
[35]. The genre-split/combine approach involves splitting
training data into genre subsets, training multiple mood
prediction models on these subsets, and when annotating
a novel music item, combining the outputs of each model
according to the genre of the item. Genre of the novel item
may be determined either by pre-specified labels or by using
a separate audio-based genre annotation model. In past
research, techniques employing the genre-split/combine ap-
proach have outperformed equivalent non genre-adaptive
techniques [36], [37], whereas techniques employing the
genre-feature approach provided a similar level of perfor-
mance as techniques employing audio features only [35].

To summarise, employing audio-based techniques, se-
mantic computing and genre-adaptivity in music mood
annotation have been beneficial in recent studies, while
results have been boosted by using semantic computing
or genre-adaptivity in conjunction with audio-based tech-
niques. However, it has not yet been investigated whether
mood prediction performance could be boosted further by
genre-adaptive semantic computing or by combining genre-
adaptive semantic computing with audio-based techniques.
The present study offers the following novel contributions
for music mood annotation: 1) it proposes a technique that

employs genre-adaptive semantic computing; 2) it proposes
a technique that employs both semantic computing and
audio-based mood annotation in a genre-adaptive manner;
and 3) it assesses the effect of the specificity of genre cate-
gories for genre-adaptive mood annotation. The benefit of
the genre-adaptive techniques is evaluated against a num-
ber of baseline techniques including non genre-adaptive
techniques, conventional auto-tagging and the genre-feature
approach. The techniques are trained on a large set of social
tag data and audio, and evaluated for the prediction of
listeners’ ratings of the perceived moods in a separate set
of music tracks.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section
2 discusses how this work relates to the previous studies
in MIR. Section 3 describes the data covered in the study
while Sections 4 and 5 delineate the techniques to represent
and annotate music in terms of mood and genre. Section 6
introduces genre-adaptive mood prediction techniques, and
finally, Sections 7 and 8 report the results and conclude the
paper.

2 RELATED WORK

The majority of research in music and mood has utilised
either categorical (e.g., happiness, sadness and anger) [26]
or dimensional models of emotion. A well-known example
of the latter is the affective circumplex [25] which represents
different emotions in the underlying dimensions of valence,
distinguishing between positive and negative emotions, and
arousal, relating to the activity or the intensity aspect of
emotion. These dimensions, as well as the tension dimen-
sion, spanning from relaxed to tense emotions, have been
described as core affects [38], [39]. However, valence and
arousal have also been considered as the primary dimen-
sions, while tension has been inferred as the product of neg-
ative valence and positive arousal [40]. Both the categorical
and the dimensional model have been employed in audio-
based music mood annotation for classifying music into
discrete mood categories [15], [41], [42], or for predicting
the core affect and other mood dimensions using regression
models [14], [42], [43].

Semantic computing techniques, often based on Latent
Semantic Analysis (LSA) [44] have been employed to rep-
resent music moods based on tag data. In particular, a
model resembling the affective circumplex, inferred in a
bottom-up manner from tag data, has been found robust
at representing the mood of music [22], [23], [27]. Other
representations such as the categorical model have been
investigated as well [22]. Saari & Eerola [23] proposed an
LSA-based technique called the Affective Circumplex Trans-
formation (ACT) that yielded significant improvements over
other techniques, as well as raw tags, at predicting listener
ratings of the perceived core affects in music. The model
training was carried out using social tags from Last.fm
and a follow-up study confirmed the results using curated
editorial tags associated to production music tracks [21]. The
Semantic Layer Projection technique (SLP) was proposed
in [29] as an extension to ACT to enhance audio-based
music mood prediction. SLP involves projecting tracks to
moods via a two-stage process, whereby a corpus of tracks
is first mapped based on associated tags to a semantic space
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obtained with ACT, and then multiple regression models
are trained between audio features and the semantic space.
SLP outperformed conventional regression models trained
to map audio features directly to listener ratings [29], [30].
ACT and SLP are employed as building blocks of the novel
genre-adaptive techniques introduced in the present study.

Several studies have highlighted the challenges of rep-
resenting the genre of music. In particular, the finding
optimal “resolution” of genres [45] and the fuzziness of
genre categories [46] are important problems. In studies
attempting to identify the underlying factors of music pref-
erences based on genres, four [47] and five [48] underlying
factors have typically been singled out. In other studies,
10 [7], 13 [49], and 16 [35] genres have been employed
to characterise the typical diversity of music. The analysis
of artist tags retrieved from Last.fm highlighted the fuzzi-
ness of genre categories [46]: for instance, 56% of artists
tagged with “pop” were also tagged with “rock”, and 87%
of “alternative” music overlapped with “rock”. Still these
three genres have been considered as separate categories
in typical music catalogues such as iTunes. The evidence
from social tags indicates that a single genre describing
a track is not inclusive enough, but perhaps a (weighted)
combination of several genre labels would better describe
genre information.

Previous approaches to music auto-tagging have gained
performance improvements by taking into account the rela-
tionships between tags, as observed in their co-occurrence
patterns or correlations [50], [51], [52]. For example, Ness et
al. [50] trained Support Vector Machine (SVM) models with
probabilistic outputs first for multiple tags separately and
then used the outputs of each tag-specific model as inputs
to second-stage SVMs, which enabled taking into account
the relationships between tags. These types of techniques
have outperformed non-contextual models and in particu-
lar, stacked SVMs have yielded state-of-the-art performance
3. However, these techniques exploit tag relationships irre-
spective of whether the tags relate to genres, moods or other
concepts.

For audio-based mood annotation, considering genre
in particular as contextual information has led to positive
results. Lin et al. [37] employed the genre-split/combine
approach to the auto-tagging of music in terms of moods,
training multiple genre-specific models and combining the
models at the annotation stage. They used album-level
editorial tags from the Allmusic.com service to represent
each music track. Compared to a general model, their genre-
adaptive model increased the F-score performance from
0.23 to 0.36. Similar results were obtained in [36] for the
classification of music to mood clusters. In comparison with
these studies, the present study employes genre-adaptive
semantic computing in addition to audio-based modelling
and predicts moods represented by dimensions rather than
categories or binary classes. Rather than using album-level
editorial tags, each track in the test data is rated by several
dozens of participants. Moreover, the difference between
the nature of the training and test ground-truth, i.e. large-
scale but unreliable social tags and reliable listener ratings of

3. cf. http://www.music-ir.org/mirex/wiki/2012:MIREX2012
Results

TABLE 1
The employed data sets.

nterms per track
ntracks Modalities Mood Genre

TR100k 118,874 tags 3.23 5.38
TR10k 10,199 tags, audio 3.56 5.52
TE600 600 tags, audio, ratings 7.22 8.53

mood dimensions, arguably improves the ecological validity
of the results thus obtained.

3 DATA COLLECTION

This section introduces the data comprising mood- and
genre-related social tags and associated audio tracks. Table
1 summarises the statistics of the employed data sets, of
which TR100k and TR10k are used for model training, and
TE600 is reserved for performance evaluation.

3.1 Training Data Sets
The social tag data collected from Last.fm in [23] and reused
this study consists of 924k unique tags associated with 1.3M
tracks. Each track-tag association is represented by weights
in Z[0−100]. As in [23], mood- and genre-related tags were
identified by string matching against large lists of mood
and genre terms gathered from various sources. For moods,
each tag that included a term as a substring was linked to
the corresponding term4, whereas for genres, the tags which
were kept were only those that fully matched one of the
terms. The resulting set was further reduced by keeping
only the first 100 mood terms and 100 genre terms that
were associated to the highest number of tracks. Tracks
performed by artists appearing in TE600, and tracks that
were not associated to any mood or any genre term were
then excluded.

TR10k, including audio for 10,199 tracks, was sampled
from the set resulting from the process above. Full-length
CD quality audio files were obtained by accessing the
I Like Music (ILM) catalogue, a curated music database
with accurate metadata. Last.fm tracks were paired with
ILM tracks using controlled track sampling method based
on several potentially conflicting criteria. The aim was to
ensure a close match between Last.fm and ILM track by
using low Levenshtein string distance between the metadata
entries (artist, track and album names) with less than 0.5s
difference between track durations. The number of tracks
within each expert-generated genre category available from
ILM was balanced to ensure a fair coverage of different
genres overall. The maximum number of tracks sampled
from the same artist was limited to avoid artist and album
effects. Finally, a three-dimensional mood space obtained by
ACT in [23] was used as basis to provide a good coverage of
the mood space for each genre. The tracks were sampled
such that their distribution in this space is as close to
uniform as possible. The resulting TR10k dataset includes
tracks from 5,470 unique artists.

4. E.g., tag “happy mood” was thus linked to the term “happy”. If
several tags of a track matched the same mood term the highest weight
was used.
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TR100k was formed by augmenting TR10k with all of
the initial corpus that were performed by any artists in
TR10k. This was necessary because track sampling excluded
important semantic information present in the original set of
tracks. This resulted in a set of 118,847 tracks. As seen in Ta-
ble 1, the average number of terms associated to each track is
higher for genres than for moods, even after the exact string
matching of genre terms. This obviously reflects the overall
higher prevalence of genre tags than mood tags in social tag
data reported in [46]. Within TR10k (and TR100k shown in
parentheses), a median of 162 (1,687) tracks are associated
to a mood term and a median of 329 (3,869) to a genre term.
The most prevalent mood terms are “chillout” (2,569) and
“party” (1,638), whereas the least prevalent mood terms are
“pleasant” (51) and “bliss” (51). The most prevalent genre
terms are “rock” (3,587) and “pop” (3,091), whereas the least
prevalent are “root reggae” (147) and “jazz fusion” (150).
The relative term prevalences are roughly the same within
TR100k.

For the experimental evaluations, 10 training partitions,
each comprising 80% of tracks in TR100k or TR10k were ran-
domly subsampled from the training data. The subsequent
evaluations were thus carried out by performing the model
training separately on each training partition and applying
the resulting models on the full TE600 set. We will denote
the partitions as T (within TR100k) and T ′ (within TR10k),
T ′ ⊂ T .

3.2 Test Data Set
The TE600 reserved for the evaluation is the same as the one
described in [23]. The set consists of 600 tracks with Last.fm
tags, audio files and listener ratings of perceived moods. Six
broad genres including Metal, Rock, Folk, Jazz, Electronic
and Pop are represented in this dataset. The mood ratings
were collected from 59 participants on nine step Likert
scales for all core affects (Valence, Arousal and Tension) and
seven mood terms (Atmospheric, Happy, Dark, Sad, Angry,
Sensual, and Sentimental). The ratings were summarised by
the average across participants. This deemed sufficient due
to the high consistency between the participants reported in
[23]). Although listener ratings were obtained for 15 second
clips, we use the full tracks in the present study, relying on
the claim made in [23] that the clips are representative of the
full tracks. The ratings and links to the audio and tag data
is publicly available5.

The tag data associated to TE600 was subjected to a
similar process applied to the training sets: each track was
linked to the 100 mood and 100 genre terms selected for
the training data, and tracks not associated to any mood or
genre term were excluded (12 in total).

3.3 Audio Features
62 audio features related to dynamics, onsets, autocorrela-
tion, chromagram, and spectrum were extracted from the
full-length tracks of TR10k and TE600 using the MIRtool-
box6 [53]. These are summarised in Table 2. The audio mate-
rial was first summed to mono and cut into overlapping

5. http://hdl.handle.net/1902.1/21618
6. MIRtoolbox version 1.5.

TABLE 2
Audio features, aggregated to ∗: mm, ms, sm and ss; †: mm and sm.

The “Frame” column reports the window lengths and overlaps (?: 50ms
length with 50% overlap).

Category Feature Stats Frame
Dynamics RMS, Zero-crossing

rate
∗ ?

Onsets Attack (time, slope, leap) ∗ Onset-based
Event density † 10s, 50%

Autocorrelation Pulse clarity, Novelty † 3s, 90%
Tempo † 3s, 33.3%

Chromagram Mode,
HCDF, Key Clarity,
Centroid, Novelty

† 750ms, 50%

Spectrum Novelty, Brightness,
Centroid, Spread, Flux,
Skewness, Entropy,
Flatness, Roughness

∗ ?

13 coef. MFCC, ∆, ∆∆ ∗ ?

analysis frames with feature-specific lengths and degrees
of overlap. A frame length of 50ms with 50% overlap was
used for low-level spectral features, MFCCs and their first
(∆) and second order (∆∆) instantaneous derivatives and
for all features related to dynamics. Audio onsets were
detected from temporal amplitude curves extracted from
a 10-channel filter bank decomposition. Event density was
calculated by the number of onsets in 10s, 50% overlapping
frames. The features derived from the autocorrelation were
calculated using 3s frames with 90% overlap (33.3% overlap
for Tempo). Finally chromagrams were computed using
750ms, 50% overlapping frames. From this, several high-
level features related to tonality were calculated such as
Mode (majorness) and Key clarity.

All features with different frame lengths where brought
to the same time granularity by computing the Mean (m)
and standard deviation (s) over 1s, 50% overlapping texture
windows. However, only the Mean was computed for Event
density and in case of the chromagram-related features
because they were extracted from longer frames to begin
with. Similarly, the standard deviations were omitted for
the MFCC derivatives, since their mean values already
describe the temporal change. Finally, 178 song-level de-
scriptors were obtained by taking again the Mean (mm and
ms) and Standard deviation (sm and ss) over the texture
window frames. This process is motivated by the approach
presented in [50]. Typically the song-level representation
of audio features is calculated as the Mean and Standard
deviation over the whole track length, excluding the texture
window processing. The approach taken here incorporates
the temporal dynamics of the features at both short and
long time span in a more sensitive fashion compared to the
typical song-level averaging approach.

4 GENERAL TECHNIQUES FOR SEMANTIC COM-
PUTING AND AUDIO-BASED ANNOTATION

Conventional techniques that do not take genre information
into account are explained in this section.
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4.1 Semantic Computing Using ACT

First, ACT [23] was applied on the training partitions of
TR100k to enable representing the mood of tracks based
on the associated tags. Initially, associations between mood
terms i and tracks j are represented in a standard Vector
Space Model (VSM) matrix M = mi,j . As in [23], M
was first normalised by computing Term Frequency-Inverse
Document Frequency (TF-IDF) scores and then transformed
to a three dimensional semantic mood space by applying
non-metric Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS). Note, that in
[23], dimension reduction was employed in two stages by
applying the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) prior to
the MDS. This provided a slight performance improvement
compared to dimension reduction with MDS only. However,
since the number of mood terms is lower in the present
study (100 compared to 357), the SVD stage was excluded.
This allowed a reduction in the number of alternative model
parameterisations (e.g., the number of dimensions in SVD)
in the experiment. In the next stage, a Valence-Arousal space
(VA space) was inferred by conforming the semantic mood
space to a reference configuration of mood terms (cf. below).
This was done using the Procrustes transformation [54] that
performs a linear mapping from a space to another while
retaining relative distances between objects in the original
space. This yields a configuration Xi = (xi,1, xi,2, xi,3) of all
mood terms in the VA space, retaining the third dimension
as in [23].

To apply ACT for mood annotation, a track j repre-
sented by mood VSM vector qi,j was projected to the
VA space by first normalizing the vector according to the
learned TF-IDF scores yielding q̂. Then, a representation
Sj = (sj,1, sj,2, sj,3) of the track in the VA space was
computed by

Sj =

∑
i q̂ixi∑
i q̂i

. (1)

The final estimates P
(a)
j related to the core affects and

mood terms were obtained by

P
(a)
j =

a

|a|
· Sj , (2)

where a equals to the term positions in the configuration Xi

for each mood term i, and (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), and (−1, 1, 0)
for Valence, Arousal and Tension respectively.

Of the 101 mood terms present in Russell’s and Scherer’s
reference configuration [25], [55], 13 terms could be matched
with the 100 mood terms used in the present study. This con-
figuration, plotted onto the VA space in Fig. 1a, is denoted
by Russell. As one can see, most of the matched terms are
located in the low Arousal – high Valence quadrant. Due
to this imbalance, a more simple reference configuration
was formed by including only one mood term for each
VA quadrant: Happy, Calm, Sad, and Angry indicated in
boldface in Fig. 1a. This configuration is denoted Russell4.
These terms were chosen since they are frequently cited in
music and emotion research [56] and their prevalence within
TR100k was above the median (10,459, 3,554, 9,306 and 1,921
for Happy, Calm, Sad, and Angry respectively).

Affective norm data related to a large set of English
lemmas [57] was also explored as a direct alternative to the
mood term positions inferred using the ACT. To use this
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(b) Norms

Fig. 1. Reference mood term configurations from a) Russell [25] and
Scherer [55]; and b) Affective norms [57].

configuration, the MDS and Procrustes stages in the ACT
were skipped. In addition to Valence and Arousal, the data
includes Dominance as the third dimension. 81 mood terms,
summarised in Fig. 1b, could be matched between the norm
data and tags. This configuration is denoted Norms. To train
the model with Norms, 339 tracks had to be excluded from
TR10k since they were not associated to any of the matched
mood terms.

4.2 Audio-based Annotation Using the SLP

SLP involves training a set of regression models to map
audio features to the VA space dimensions learnt using ACT,
and applying these models to predict moods in music tracks.
In [29] and [30] Partial Least-Squares (PLS) was employed as
a regression technique for SLP, whereas in the present study
the LIBSVM implementation of Support Vector Regression
(SVR) [58] was used. This allowed a direct comparison to an
SVM auto-tagger (cf. Section 4.3).

The audio features related to TR10k were z-score-
transformed to a zero mean and unit standard deviation.
Extreme values were considered outliers and truncated to
[−5, 5]. To reduce the SVR training time, highly correlated
audio features were removed using agglomerative hierar-
chical clustering with the correlation distance function. To
this end, the complete linkage criterion with a cutoff cor-
relation distance of 0.1 was employed and the first feature
in each obtained cluster according to the order presented in
Table 2 was kept.

As in Section 4, the VA space was learned using ACT and
tracks in the TR10k were projected to the VA space based
on the associated tags. SVR models were then trained to
map the pre-processed audio feature set to each of the VA
space dimensions separately. In a preliminary analysis the
SVR was tested using the linear and Radial Basis Function
(RBF) kernels, but results indicated that the linear kernel
gives a performance comparable to the RBF with a shorter
training time. The cost parameter c was set to 0.001 since
it yielded consistently high performance compared several
candidates c = 10y, y = [−4,−3, ..., 1]. SLP was applied on
the test data to produce audio-based estimates S′j . Finally,

estimates P
(a)′

j related to the core affects and mood terms
were computed, similar to those described in Section 4.1.
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4.3 Audio-based Annotation using SVM Auto-tagger

Two-stage stacked SVMs [50] were employed to compare
the SLP performance to a conventional auto-tagger using
an implementation following [50]. First, the input audio
features of TR10k were pre-processed as described in Sec-
tion 4.2 and the mood tags were transformed into binary
classes. The first-stage SVM classifiers with a linear kernel
and probabilistic outputs were trained separately for each
mood and the classifiers were applied on the training tracks.
The obtained positive class probabilities for all moods were
then served as input to the second-stage SVM classifiers
to again map the input to the binary mood classes. When
annotating a track in the test data, the models were applied
to produce a vector of probability estimates. This vector was
normalised to sum to one. Note, that the stacked SVMs
are not capable of directly producing estimates for core
affects, since Valence, Arousal and Tension are not explicitly
represented by any of the mood terms.

Since the mood term prevalence in TR10k varies from
0.5% to 26%, the binary tag data fed to the SVMs is highly
imbalanced. In the past, taking into account the class im-
balance has yielded positive results for SVM-based music
mood auto-tagging [37]. Therefore cost-sensitive learning
found effective in [59] was employed by setting differ-
ent misclassification error costs for the positive and neg-
ative class related to each mood. The costs c+i = 1 and
c−i = n+

i /n
−
i were set for the positive and negative classes

respectively (n+
i and n−i are the number of the positive and

negative tracks within the training data for a mood i).
To form another baseline technique, tracks were pro-

jected to the VA space based on the outputs of the stacked
SVMs. The outputs were TF-IDF-weighted and projected to
the VA space as in the ACT prediction stage. This technique,
as opposed to the original stacked SVM, is inherently capa-
ble of producing estimates also for the core affects. Similar
baseline techniques were implemented already in [30] using
PLS regression to predict the normalised tag counts, but
using stacked SVMs instead proved more efficient as the
results will show. These two baseline techniques are denoted
SVM-orig and SVM-ACT.

5 GENRE CLUSTERING AND REPRESENTATION
BASED ON TAGS

Prior to exploiting genres as contexts in mood annotation,
a sufficiently concise genre representation was sought after.
This was done to reduce the computational burden of the
mood annotation techniques and because the majority of
distinct genres might be too narrow in terms of mood
content for within-genre semantic analysis of moods. To
this end, genre term clustering was applied to reduce the
number of distinct genres.

5.1 Genre Clustering Techniques

Given the associations between genre term i and track j
in a VSM matrix G = gi,j , the rows gi were grouped into
disjoint clusters C = {C1, C2, ..., CK} using the following
techniques and specifications:

K-means: G was first normalised to a unit Euclidean
length by

ĝi,j = gi,j/(
∑
j∈T

gi,j
2)1/2, (3)

after which the algorithm was run using the cosine distance.
Agglomerative hierarchical clustering: G was first

normalised according to the TF-IDF to produce Ĝ. The
cosine distance between ĝi and ĝi′ was then used as the
distance measure, and the agglomeration was done based
on the average link criterion.

Spectral clustering: G was normalised according
to the TF-IDF, and Cosine similarities between ĝi and ĝi′
were used as the affinity matrix. Clustering was then done
following the method described in [60], similar to [36] where
the technique was applied to group emotion tags.

5.2 Genre Clustering Survey and Evaluation
To assess the quality of the obtained genre clusterings,
an online genre grouping survey was organised. This also
provided insight into the number of genre clusters that
would optimally represent the data. The survey task for
each participant was to arrange the 100 genre terms into
any number of clusters between 2-16 they considered most
appropriate. The range for the candidate number of gen-
res was selected to acknowledge the typical number of
genres assessed in past studies. The instructions specified
that the clusters should group genres that share common
musical, social or cultural characteristics. The participants
were asked to be objective in their assignments, and the
instructions allowed using any external web resource to
check the definition of possible unfamiliar genre terms (e.g.,
“downtempo”). 19 participants, predominantly engineering
and musicology students knowledgeable of different music
genres took part in the survey.

No clear optimal number of genre clusters arose from
the survey results. The number of clusters ranged between 6
and 16, with peaks around 9, 10 and 16 clusters (M = 11.34,
SD = 3.17). To validate this result, the conventional Davies-
Bouldin technique [61] was applied on the genre tag data
which allows to infer the optimal number of clusters. This
analysis did not yield a clear optimum either. This may re-
flect the general difficulty of defining the genre granularity
that would satisfy all purposes.

Genre clusterings were computed based on the training
partitions of TR100k using K = {2, 4, 6, ..., 16} clusters.
The clusterings were compared to those obtained from
the survey using the Mirkin metric [62], which can be
used to assess the disagreement between two clusterings
C = {C1, C2, ..., CK} and C‘ = {C‘1, C‘2, ..., C‘K‘} by:

dM (C,C‘) =
∑
k

n2
k +

∑
k‘

n2
k‘ − 2

∑
k

∑
k‘

n2
kk‘, (4)

where n and nk are the numbers of genre terms in G and
cluster Ck, respectively and nkk‘ is the number of terms in
Ck

⋂
C‘k‘. This metric can be used to compare clusterings

with different K . For identical clusterings, dM = 0, and
dM > 0 otherwise. The dM values, computed separately
between the tag-based clusterings and each of the 19 survey
clusterings, were averaged across the participants and train-
ing partitions. The results are shown in Fig. 2. One can see
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Fig. 2. The average Mirkin metric of each genre clustering technique.

TABLE 3
Genre clusters obtained using K-means with K = {2, 4, 6, ..., 16}.

K Most prevalent genre term
2 Pop, Rock
4 Soul, Rock, Hard rock, Electronic
6 Hard rock, Singer songwriter, Electronic, Jazz, Rock, Pop
8 Electronic, Rnb, Soul, Instrumental, Pop, Singer songwriter,

Rock, Hard rock
10 Soul, Hip hop, Rock, Electronic, Singer songwriter, Reggae,

Alternative, Jazz, Metal, Lounge
12 Electronic, Downtempo, Country, Soul, Hard rock, Punk, Rnb,

Singer songwriter, Rock, Jazz, Classic rock, Pop
14 Hip hop, Rock, Singer songwriter, Pop, Pop rock, Jazz, Coun-

try, Soul, Metal, New wave, Hard rock, Classic rock, Instru-
mental, Electronic

16 Jazz, Rnb, Instrumental, Reggae, Ambient, Pop rock, Rock
n roll, Experimental, New wave, Classic rock, Pop, Soul,
Electronic, Hard rock, Singer songwriter, Rock

that all clustering techniques compare similarly to the sur-
vey data, except that the hierarchical clustering performed
poorly with K = 2. In general, K-means outperformed the
other techniques by a slight margin. Therefore K-means was
used in subsequent analyses.

In order to examine the genre clustering results in more
detail, clusterings were computed using K = {2, 4, ..., 16}
based on the full TR100k set. Table 3 shows the most
prevalent genre tag for the genre clusters obtained in this
manner.

Although the survey did not give clear indication of
the optimal number of genre clusters, subsequent analyses
were primarily conducted with K = 6. This was the min-
imum number obtained in the survey. It also corresponds
well with the six broad genre categories of TE600. Fig. 3
shows in detail the discrepancy between the clustering with
K = 6 and the survey data. For each pair of genre terms
the number of participants that assigned both terms to the
same cluster was computed. Six genre terms most prevalent
in the TR100k are shown for each cluster in the order of
prevalence. The six clusters correspond well with the main
genres in TE600 since each of these terms are in different
clusters. Therefore the clusters are labeled with these genres.
One can see from the figure that genre terms in Metal,
Folk and Electronic were mostly grouped together also by
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Fig. 3. The discrepancy between the six genre clusters obtained using
the K-means, and the cluster co-occurrences of genre terms obtained
from the survey.

TABLE 4
The percentage of tracks in the data sets associated to each of the six

genre clusters.

Genre cluster TR100k TR10k TE600
Metal 18.2 14.0 27.0
Folk 28.7 34.0 40.3
Electronic 30.3 31.8 46.2
Jazz 33.6 41.3 44.0
Rock 60.1 55.3 80.2
Pop 49.2 57.1 66.2

participants, whereas terms in Jazz, Rock and Pop were not
grouped as consistently.

5.3 Track-level Genre Representation

Given the associated genre tags and a genre clustering
C , the genre of a track j was represented by a weighted
combination H = hk,j (k ∈ {1, 2, ...,K}) of the associated
genre clusters:

hk,j =

∑
i∈Ck

ĝi,j

nk

[∑
k

∑
i∈Ck

ĝi,j

nk

]−1
, (5)

where ĝi,j was computed with (3) based on the full TR100k
set. Table 4 shows the percentage of tracks in the data sets
that are positively associated to each genre cluster. One
can see that the clusters are very broad: 80.2% and 66.2%
of TE600 tracks belong to Rock and Pop respectively. The
high prevalence of tags related to Pop and Rock reflects the
fuzziness of these genres.
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5.4 Audio-based Genre Annotation using the SVM
Auto-tagger
For the audio-based genre annotation stacked SVMs were
trained on the genre tags similar to SVM-orig. Given the
audio features of a novel track, the vector of genre term
probabilities were first predicted, and then the vector was
mapped with (5) to the genre clusters obtained using K-
means.

6 GENRE-ADAPTIVE MOOD ANNOTATION

The genre-adaptive techniques, employing either the genre-
feature or the genre-split/combine approach, incorporate
ACT for semantic computing and SLP for audio-based an-
notation. When the techniques are used to annotate novel
tracks, two variants are applied: one predicting genres from
tag data and one predicting genres from audio.

It the training phase, these techniques use mood and
genre tag data as input: audio features A and a clustering
of genre terms C = {C1, C2, ..., CK}. The tag-based genre
representation hk,j is then computed with (5). In the pre-
diction phase, tag-based genre representation is computed
again with (5), whereas audio-based genre representation is
computed as described in Section 5.4.

6.1 Genre-feature Techniques
The genre-feature techniques use genre information as nor-
mal input features for SLP training:

Genre-based Prediction (SLPg): SLPg involves pre-
dicting mood using only the genre information as input
giving an indication as to how much variance of mood
ratings can be attributed to mood prevalence differences
between genres. SLPg differs from the general SLP in that
the input features are represented by hk,j instead of audio
features – all other stages are the same as in general SLP.

Genre- and Audio-based Prediction (SLPga): SLPga
is similar to SLPg, but uses the audio features alongside
the genre information. The data is therefore represented by
(h1,j , h2,j , ..., hK,j , a1,j , a2,j , ..., an,j), where n is the num-
ber of features after pre-processing.

6.2 Genre-Split/Combine Techniques
All genre-split/combine techniques involve splitting train-
ing data into (possibly overlapping) genre subsets, for either
ACT training (denoted by ACTwg), SLP training (denoted
by SLPwg), or both (denoted by ACTwg-SLPwg). The ACT
training is performed within TR100k, whereas SLP training
is performed within TR10k. Splitting is done based on the
genre tags so that a subset related to genre k comprises the
tracks {j : hk,j > 0}. Fig. 4 shows how the techniques differ
from the general form of ACT and SLP.

Genre-adaptive Semantic Computing (ACTwg):
ACTwg is based on the assumptions that relationships of
moods vary between genres and that genre-specific seman-
tic models are required to boost the mood annotation perfor-
mance of semantic computing. The final model combining
these genre-specific models would then sufficiently account
for the variation between genres. To train the ACTwg model,
K mood term configurations Xk

i in genre-specific VA spaces
are learned using ACT and at the prediction stage, these

Tags

Genre
split / combine

Semantic space
from tags

Genre
split / combine

Semantic space 
from audio

ACT SLP ACTwg ACT
+SLPwg

ACTwg
+SLP

ACTwg
+SLPwg

Mood prediction

Fig. 4. A schematic diagram showing the different stages at which genre-
adaptivity is applied in the genre-split/combine techniques.

models are applied to produce the genre-specific estimates
P

(ak)k
j . The final estimates are then computed by weighting

the genre-specific estimates proportionately to hk:

P
(a)
j =

1∑
k hk,j

∑
k

hk,jP
(ak)k
j . (6)

Audio-based modelling within Genres (ACT-
SLPwg): In ACT-SLPwg, the general type of semantic com-
puting is performed and only the audio-based SLP models
are trained within each genre subset. The assumption un-
derlying this technique is that audio features and feature
combinations relate to moods differently within different
genres. SLP models are trained on each genre subset as
described in Section 4.2. Applying these models on novel
tracks produces genre-specific estimates P

(a)′k
j . The final

estimates are then computed similar to (6):

P
(a)′

j =
1∑

k hk,j

∑
k

hk,jP
(a)′k
j . (7)

Genre-adaptive Semantic computing and audio-
based modelling (ACTwg-SLP): In ACTwg-SLP, it is as-
sumed that genre-adaptive semantic computing is needed
but that the relationship between audio and VA space
dimensions remains static across genres. First, genre-specific
ACT models are trained similarly to ACTwg, and the models
are applied on the tracks in the training data to produce the
estimates for the mood dimensions:

Sj =
1∑

k hk,j

∑
k

hk,jS
k
j . (8)

Then, general SLP models are trained to map the audio
to Sj . At the prediction stage, the general SLP models
are applied to produce P

(ak)
′

j and the final estimates are
computed by

P
(a)′

j =
1∑

k hk,j

∑
k

hk,jP
(ak)

′

j . (9)

Genre-adaptive Semantic Computing and Genre-
adaptive Audio-based modelling (ACTwg-SLPwg):
ACTwg-SLPwg employs genre-adaptivity in both semantic
computing and audio-based modelling, assuming that both
the semantic relationships of mood terms and audio-to-
mood associations vary between genres. First, genre-specific
ACT models are trained on each genre subset and the
models are applied on the training data to produce Sk

j .
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Then, genre-specific SLP models are trained to map audio to
Sk
j . At the prediction stage, the final estimates are computed

by

P
(a)′

j =
1∑

k hk,j

∑
k

hk,jP
(ak)

′
k

j . (10)

7 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The annotation performance of the techniques was evalu-
ated in terms of the coefficient of determination statistic
(R2) after fitting simple linear regression models between
the estimates and the listener ratings. The R2-statistic was
chosen as the goodness-of-fit measure since it is used in the
bulk of past studies on automatic prediction of Arousal and
Valence for music7. Median and median absolute deviation
(MAD) across the models trained on each of the training
partitions of TR100k and TR10k are reported.

7.1 General Techniques
7.1.1 Tag-based Annotation
First, the performance of the ACT models trained using
the different mood term configurations was compared so as
to choose the most successful configuration for subsequent
analyses. The results are shown in Table 5. In general,
the core affects were more easy to predict than the mood
terms, and the performance for Valence was lower than
for Arousal. These findings are in line with those obtained
from past work evaluating ACT with TE600 data [23], [30].
Russell4 yielded the highest performance for seven mood
scales, and was clearly more efficient than Russell for Dark
and Sad. These mood terms were also among the most
difficult to predict. On the other hand, Russell was more
successful at predicting Valence, Tension and Atmospheric.
Norms yielded dramatically lower performance than the
other configurations, which arguably supports exploiting
music-specific data to form the semantic mood space, rather
than using a mood configuration that relates to affective
connotations of mood words in general. It also indicates that
the inclusion of Dominance as the explicit third dimension
in the mood space does not provide clear benefits. When
examining the average performance across mood scales,
Russell4 (R2 = 0.387) outperformed Russell by a slight
margin (R2 = 0.371). This suggests that ACT is not overly
sensitive to changes in the mood reference configuration
and that a simple reference configuration provides a strong
enough reference to reliably represent mood terms in the
VA space. Therefore, Russell4 was chosen for the subsequent
audio-based analyses.

The VA space obtained using Russell4 is presented in
Fig. 5. The mood positions for the figure were computed as
the average of those obtained from each training partition.
The underlying dimensions of Valence and Arousal are
easily distinguishable, and the obtained positions for the
four reference terms correspond fairly well with the original
positions, with the exception of Sad, which is close to neutral
in the Valence dimension. This finding is in line with [10],
where musical examples expressing sadness were perceived
as neutral in terms of Valence.

7. This statistic equals to the squared Pearson’s correlations and was
chosen since the mood estimates, roughly within [−1.5, 1.5], are scaled
differently to the ratings, which were given on scales from 1 to 9.

TABLE 5
Prediction results for ACT with Russell and Russell4 reference

configurations and Norms.

Russell Russell4 Norms
Valence 0.425 0.013 0.413 0.015 0.270 0.000

Arousal 0.477 0.004 0.486 0.003 0.269 0.000

Tension 0.382 0.015 0.378 0.014 0.219 0.001

Atmospheric 0.424 0.039 0.395 0.026 0.157 0.000

Happy 0.384 0.016 0.386 0.011 0.300 0.000

Dark 0.274 0.087 0.348 0.035 0.038 0.000

Sad 0.201 0.015 0.276 0.013 0.166 0.000

Angry 0.522 0.013 0.531 0.017 0.214 0.000

Sensual 0.403 0.006 0.416 0.007 0.002 0.000

Sentimental 0.220 0.020 0.238 0.023 0.061 0.000

Average 0.371 0.387 0.170
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Fig. 5. Mood tag positions (the averages across training partitions)
obtained with ACT using Russell4 as the reference configuration.

7.1.2 Audio-based Annotation
Table 6 presents the performance obtained with SLP (us-
ing Russell4) and stacked SVMs. The audio-based mapping
onto the VA-space using SLP provided dramatically higher
performance than the tag-based mapping using ACT for all
mood scales except for Valence, Happy, and Dark – all of
which in fact relate to either positive or negative moods.
The clearest difference between the SLP and the ACT was
obtained for Arousal (R2 = 0.728 vs. 0.477). This rather
surprising result, although congruent with that reported in
[30], may be explained by the sparsity and the inherent
unreliability of tag data: the ACT maps tracks to the mood
space based on only few tags, which may cause local incon-
sistencies. By contrast, mapping audio features to the mood
dimensions using SLP may tap into more global patterns
and provide a way to “smooth out” these inconsistencies.
The mean SLP performance across mood scales was similar
to that reported in [30] (R2 = 0.455 vs. 0.453). However,
prediction performance for Valence was clearly higher in
the present study, R2 = 0.359 compared to R2 = 0.322.

SVM-orig performed inconsistently, whereas SVM-ACT
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TABLE 6
Prediction results for SLP and SVM baseline techniques.

SLP SVM-orig SVM-ACT
Valence 0.359 0.019 – 0.369 0.020

Arousal 0.728 0.004 – 0.714 0.005

Tension 0.485 0.019 – 0.483 0.022

Atmospheric 0.696 0.014 0.069 0.004 0.684 0.020

Happy 0.312 0.030 0.205 0.003 0.314 0.031

Dark 0.235 0.023 0.311 0.004 0.248 0.020

Sad 0.303 0.011 0.316 0.007 0.323 0.007

Angry 0.589 0.016 0.622 0.008 0.618 0.017

Sensual 0.544 0.004 0.252 0.026 0.535 0.010

Sentimental 0.300 0.024 0.436 0.016 0.304 0.030

Average 0.455 0.316 0.459

TABLE 7
Genre prediction performance in terms of median and MAD across

training partitions.

Precision Recall AP AROC
Metal 0.776 0.010 0.569 0.003 0.826 0.004 0.841 0.002

Folk 0.642 0.010 0.531 0.015 0.734 0.006 0.755 0.003

Electronic 0.800 0.010 0.515 0.009 0.852 0.005 0.769 0.002

Jazz 0.698 0.013 0.577 0.004 0.795 0.006 0.766 0.003

Rock 0.918 0.004 0.524 0.003 0.939 0.001 0.731 0.001

Pop 0.850 0.004 0.629 0.011 0.888 0.004 0.781 0.003

(employing Russell4) increased the performance by a clear
margin. Low performance of SVM-orig for Atmospheric,
Happy, and Sensual suggests that the way these tags are
applied by Last.fm users is not accounted well by musical
characteristics, and that the musical characteristics congru-
ent with these mood dimensions are better modelled by
more general patterns incorporated in a low-dimensional
mood space. Although SVM-ACT provided performance
comparable to SLP, the benefit of SLP is lower computation-
ally complexity requiring one audio-based model for each
VA space dimension. Therefore, SLP may be considered the
best-performing technique to be used as the baseline for
genre-adaptive techniques.

7.2 Audio-based Genre Prediction

Performance of audio-based genre prediction was assessed
by comparing the predicted values to the tag data. Al-
though the reliability of social tags is questionable, the tag-
based evaluation was considered sufficient for the present
study because of the subsidiary role of audio-based genre
prediction. Table 7 shows the performance for each genre
cluster in terms of the standard evaluation metrics Preci-
sion, Recall, Average Precision (AP) and the area under
the ROC curve (AROC). For each track, the SVM produces
probability estimates related to the association strength of
each genre cluster. To compute the Precision, Recall and AP,
three genres with the highest probability were considered as
positive for each track. AROC, on the other hand, was com-
puted based on all probability values8. The results showed
that genre prediction from audio is sufficient (see [8] for
comparison) and may be used as an alternative to tag-based
genre inference.

8. See [8] for detailed explanation of these metrics

TABLE 8
Performance of the genre-feature techniques with genres inferred from

tags and audio. Performance improvements over the SLP are
highlighted.

Tag-based genres Audio-based genres
SLPg SLPga SLPg SLPga

Valence 0.372 0.003† 0.453 0.008 ∗ 0.346 0.003† 0.400 0.020†∗

Arousal 0.146 0.004†∗ 0.702 0.004†∗ 0.234 0.004†∗ 0.731 0.005

Tension 0.278 0.007†∗ 0.463 0.012†∗ 0.349 0.009†∗ 0.494 0.018†

Atmosph. 0.205 0.016†∗ 0.662 0.025 ∗ 0.294 0.013†∗ 0.704 0.021

Happy 0.221 0.003†∗ 0.398 0.020 ∗ 0.175 0.002†∗ 0.332 0.034†

Dark 0.379 0.011†∗ 0.378 0.025†∗ 0.326 0.016†∗ 0.271 0.019

Sad 0.000 0.000†∗ 0.271 0.023†∗ 0.009 0.002†∗ 0.296 0.009†

Angry 0.501 0.004†∗ 0.647 0.009 ∗ 0.571 0.008†∗ 0.630 0.019 ∗

Sensual 0.341 0.015†∗ 0.532 0.026 0.379 0.008†∗ 0.546 0.009

Sentim. 0.058 0.003†∗ 0.246 0.021†∗ 0.096 0.003†∗ 0.296 0.028†

Average 0.250 0.475 0.278 0.470
†p < .05 for performance difference between the ACTwg-SLPwg.
∗p < .05 for performance difference between the SLP.

7.3 Genre-adaptive Techniques
To assess the statistical significance of performance differ-
ences between the general and the genre-adaptive tech-
niques, Wilcoxon rank sum tests were carried out across
models trained on the training partitions. The techniques
involving audio-based mood prediction were compared to
general SLP (see Table 6), whereas ACTwg was compared
to the general ACT (see Russell4 in Table 5). Furthermore,
equivalent comparisons were carried out between each tech-
nique and ACTwg-SLPwg. Results for the genre-feature and
the genre-split/combine techniques are presented in Tables
8 and 9, respectively.

7.3.1 Genre-feature Approach
Among the techniques employing the genre-feature ap-
proach, SLPga performed well compared to general SLP.
With audio-based genres, it outperformed the general model
for all mood scales except for Sad and Sentimental. It
yielded clear improvements of the average performance
across mood scales. On the other hand, already the SLPg,
relying only on genres as inputs, yielded relatively high
performance for Valence, the most challenging core affect for
general SLP. Moreover, with the genre-split/combine tech-
niques included, SLPg was interestingly the most successful
technique for Dark, which indicates that Dark correlates
highly with genre information.

7.3.2 Genre-split/combine Approach
Results for ACTwg showed that genre-adaptive semantic
computing is beneficial for tag-based mood annotation.
ACTwg outperformed general ACT for all mood scales
except for Atmospheric and Sensual. This performance dif-
ference was significant for five scales. Performance improve-
ment over the ACT was the most notable for Valence with
ACTwg reaching R2 = 0.457.

Genre adaptivity of audio-based modelling using ACT-
SLPwg improved the performance especially for Valence,
Happy, Dark, and Angry, which suggests that the musical
characteristics correlating with moods related to the pos-
itive/negative emotions differ between genres. With the
exception of Angry, these mood scales were also among
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the most difficult to predict using the general SLP. ACTwg-
SLP also improved the performance over general SLP and
yielded performance comparable to that of ACT-SLPwg. In
general however, these techniques were not significantly
more effective than the more simple genre-feature technique
SLPga.

ACTwg-SLPwg yielded the highest performance. The
average performance across moods was R2 = 0.482 with
tag-based genres and R2 = 0.492 with audio-based gen-
res. These figures are considerably higher than that of the
general SLP (R2 = 0.455). Notably, ACTwg-SLPwg with
audio-based genres gave statistically significant improve-
ments over SLP for seven mood scales and importantly
for all core affects. The clearest performance improvement
was achieved for Valence, where the ACTwg-SLPwg yielded
R2 = 0.457 with tag-based genres and R2 = 0.431 with
audio-based genres. Also for Arousal and Tension, ACTwg-
SLPwg with audio-based genres yielded the highest per-
formance of R2 = 0.741, 0.520 respectively. The fact that
audio-based genre prediction for mood annotation performs
comparably to tag-based genres indicates that relying solely
on audio in making predictions for novel tracks is a viable
approach when human-generated semantic data are not
available.

To further confirm the benefit of genre-adaptivity,
ACTwg-SLPwg was applied to TE600 by first randomly
rearranging the tag- and audio-based genre weights. It was
assumed that if the high performance of ACTwg-SLPwg
thus obtained would not degrade, the performance could
be attributed to the benefit of ensemble modelling [63] and
not to genre-adaptivity. The analysis showed that this is not
the case. The genre randomisation degraded the prediction
performance consistently. The average performance across
mood scales dropped to R2 = 0.424, 0.400 using tag- and
audio-based genres respectively, and the performance differ-
ence was statistically significant at p < 0.05 for seven scales
(tag-based genres) and for all scales (audio-based genres).

In summary, the results suggest that genre-adaptivity
in both audio-based modelling and semantic computing
is beneficial and that combining these two forms of genre
adaptivity yields the highest performance improvements for
music mood annotation.

7.3.3 Comparison of ACTwg-SLPwg and Genre-specific
Models
If automatic music annotation is applied to a music col-
lection representing one particular genre, one could ask
whether a genre-specific model corresponding to the match-
ing genre would be more appropriate than ACTwg-SLPwg.
Such hypothesis was tested by comparing the prediction
performance of ACTwg-SLPwg for the core affects sep-
arately on subsets of TE600 associated to the six genre
clusters. TE600 was split for this purpose using tag-based
genres. Table 10 showsthe results obtained with SLP for
each subset. The genre-spcific ACTwg-SLPwg sub-model
corresponding to the genre of the subset (using no genre-
weighting, see (10)), and ACTwg-SLPwg with audio-based
genres.

In this analysis, ACTwg-SLPwg yielded consistently
higher performance than the genre-specific models
and SLP, with only few exceptions: Valence/Electronic,

TABLE 10
Prediction performance of SLP, genre-specific model and
ACTwg-SLPwg separately for tracks from different genres.

SLP Genre- ACTwg
specific -SLPwg

Valence Metal 0.387 0.020 0.407 0.011 0.421∗0.008

Folk 0.199 0.019 0.127 0.037 0.267∗0.006

Electronic 0.239 0.022 0.339∗0.009 0.316∗0.014

Jazz 0.267 0.024 0.305 0.021 0.360∗0.012

Rock 0.311 0.019 0.351∗0.003 0.378∗0.004

Pop 0.225 0.020 0.299∗0.009 0.306∗0.006

Arousal Metal 0.720 0.006 0.584 0.011 0.713 0.008

Folk 0.703 0.006 0.674 0.006 0.715∗0.003

Electronic 0.735 0.004 0.727 0.003 0.748∗0.003

Jazz 0.671 0.009 0.642 0.008 0.686 0.008

Rock 0.723 0.005 0.707 0.006 0.733∗0.006

Pop 0.713 0.004 0.716 0.002 0.723∗0.004

Tension Metal 0.541 0.014 0.499 0.022 0.571 0.004

Folk 0.379 0.022 0.321 0.030 0.415∗0.007

Electronic 0.372 0.019 0.424∗0.030 0.415∗0.007

Jazz 0.358 0.020 0.336 0.011 0.399∗0.007

Rock 0.473 0.018 0.469 0.005 0.505∗0.004

Pop 0.426 0.025 0.443 0.009 0.465∗0.010
∗p < .05 for improvement over SLP.

Arousal/Metal and Tension/Electronic. Compared to gen-
eral SLP, the genre-specific models were more successful
at predicting Valence, which provides further evidence that
genre-specific aspects need to be taken into account when
modelling the Valence dimension. On the other hand, the re-
sults for Arousal showed an opposite pattern. These results
corroborate the findings of [34], where audio-based genre-
specific models of Arousal generalised better across genres
than those of Valence.

Overall, the genre-adaptive technique was clearly more
successful than the genre-specific models. Since genre-
specific models rely on training data from one genre, the
models may suffer from low variance in the mood content,
and might not therefore tap into more general relationships
between audio features and mood, only attainable from
collections of tracks spanning multiple genres.

7.3.4 The Impact of the Number of Genres
To explore the role of the number of genre clusters on the
performance of ACTwg-SLPwg with audio-based genres,
analysis was carried out using the genre clusterings with
2-16 genres (cf. Table 3). The results shown in Fig. 6,
demonstrates that ACTwg-SLPwg performance is not overly
sensitive to the number of genres. Performance consistently
remains at a higher level than that of SLP on all genre
clusterings. The optimal performance was found for all of
the core affects at K = 6, which may possibly be attributed
to the fact that TE600 is balanced according to the corre-
sponding genres.

8 CONCLUSION

The present study examined how genre information can
be incorporated into music mood prediction using genre-
adaptive semantic computing and genre-adaptive audio-
based modelling. As the general baseline technique, SLP
performed favourably when compared to a state-of-the-art
auto-tagging method. The comparison with genre-adaptive
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TABLE 9
Performance of the genre-split/combine techniques with genres inferred from tags and audio. Performance improvements over the ACT (ACTwg)

or SLP (other techniques) are highlighted.

Tag-based genres Audio-based genres
ACTwg ACT ACTwg ACTwg ACTwg ACT ACTwg ACTwg

-SLPwg -SLP -SLPwg -SLPwg -SLP -SLPwg
Valence 0.457 0.005 ∗ 0.434 0.017†∗ 0.406 0.004†∗ 0.457 0.004 ∗ 0.456 0.004†∗ 0.397 0.018†∗ 0.406 0.004†∗ 0.431 0.004 ∗

Arousal 0.488 0.003† 0.722 0.006 0.741 0.002†∗ 0.732 0.003 0.489 0.004† 0.725 0.006† 0.741 0.002 ∗ 0.741 0.005 ∗

Tension 0.397 0.004†∗ 0.505 0.017 0.513 0.005†∗ 0.518 0.004 ∗ 0.400 0.005†∗ 0.497 0.017† 0.513 0.005 ∗ 0.520 0.005 ∗

Atmospheric 0.391 0.033† 0.689 0.013† 0.700 0.011† 0.631 0.035 ∗ 0.423 0.027† 0.699 0.014 0.703 0.012 0.689 0.024

Happy 0.431 0.004†∗ 0.367 0.032 ∗ 0.358 0.014†∗ 0.389 0.006 ∗ 0.434 0.008†∗ 0.331 0.031† 0.362 0.017 ∗ 0.369 0.012 ∗

Dark 0.366 0.027† 0.300 0.025 ∗ 0.197 0.026†∗ 0.268 0.041 0.381 0.025† 0.275 0.021 0.208 0.031 ∗ 0.270 0.037

Sad 0.310 0.005†∗ 0.288 0.012† 0.333 0.008 ∗ 0.330 0.005 ∗ 0.317 0.007†∗ 0.291 0.011† 0.340 0.007 ∗ 0.338 0.006 ∗

Angry 0.553 0.005†∗ 0.643 0.016 ∗ 0.603 0.008†∗ 0.643 0.006 ∗ 0.552 0.007†∗ 0.629 0.017 ∗ 0.602 0.007† 0.639 0.004 ∗

Sensual 0.357 0.024†∗ 0.546 0.009† 0.480 0.047 ∗ 0.517 0.045 0.384 0.015† 0.545 0.011 0.511 0.024†∗ 0.546 0.021

Sentimental 0.255 0.008† 0.282 0.027 0.334 0.015 0.338 0.017 0.283 0.013†∗ 0.289 0.026† 0.369 0.019 0.377 0.017 ∗

Average 0.401 0.478 0.466 0.482 0.412 0.468 0.476 0.492
†p < .05 for performance difference between the ACTwg-SLPwg.
∗p < .05 for performance difference between the ACT (ACTwg) or the SLP (other techniques).
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Fig. 6. The Median ± MAD performance of ACTwg-SLPwg using genre
clusterings with 2-16 genres. The SLP performance is shown for com-
parison.

models showed that taking into account the genre in-
formation in mood annotation yields consistent improve-
ments. The highest performing novel technique ACTwg-
SLPwg models both the semantic mood space and audio-to-
mood relationship in a genre-adaptive manner. Moreover,
audio-based genre inference for a novel track performed
favourably compared to tag-based inference, which has
positive implications for applying the models to large unan-
notated datasets.

The study also offered survey results and analytical
insights into inferring concise music genre representations
based on a large set of genre tags. Moreover, the study
demonstrated that semantic modelling of mood space based
on music-specific social tag data is not surpassed by non-
music-specific normative data obtained from a controlled
laboratory survey.

The proposed techniques could be applied to other tasks,
such as object recognition from images, video auto-tagging,
or multimedia retrieval, where context-adaptive semantic

modelling combined with context-adaptive content-based
prediction could be beneficial.
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